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SMOKED AND CLEAR FENDER TIP LENS KITS

GENERAL
Kit Number
59380-05 (smoked), 59381-05 (clear), 59336-09 (smoked),
59337-09 (clear), 59338-09 (smoked), 59448-09 (clear)

Table 1. These kits are made from the following items:
Part NumberDescription (Quantity)QTY
59773-05Front lens cover (smoked)1
59771-05Rear lens cover (smoked)1
59774-05Front lens cover (clear)1
59772-05Rear lens cover (clear)1
59767-05Front LED lamp (amber)1
59763-05Rear LED lamp (red)1

Models
For model fitment information, see the P&A Retail Catalog
or the Parts and Accessories section of
www.harley-davidson.com (English only).

NOTICE

It is possible to overload your vehicle's charging system
by adding too many electrical accessories. If the
combined electrical accessories operating at any one
time consume more electrical current than the vehicle's
charging system can produce, the electrical consumption
can discharge the battery and cause damage to the
vehicle's electrical system. See an authorized
Harley-Davidson dealer for advice about the amount of
current consumed by additional electrical accessories
or for necessary wiring changes. (00211c)

NOTE
These lamps require 0.05 amps of available current from the
motorcycle's electrical system for each the front and rear
lamp (0.10 amps total).

INSTALLATION
WARNING

To prevent accidental vehicle start-up, which could cause
death or serious injury, disconnect negative (-) battery
cable before proceeding. (00048a)

WARNING

Disconnect negative (-) battery cable first. If positive (+)
cable should contact ground with negative (-) cable
connected, the resulting sparks can cause a battery
explosion, which could result in death or serious injury.
(00049a)

1. Disconnect the battery cables, negative cable first.

2. See Figure 1. Insert blade of small screwdriver into slot
at top of front fender tip lamp lens (2). Rotate end of
screwdriver to unsnap lens from lamp bracket. Repeat
for rear fender tip lamp lens.
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Fender lamp lens2.
Original bulb3.
Lamp socket4.
LED replacement lamp - amber5.
Figure 1. Front Fender Assembly

3. Remove bulb (3) from socket (4).

4. From the kit, find the LEDmarked "Amber" (5) and install
into front fender tip lamp socket.

5. From the kit, find the LED marked "Red" and install into
rear fender tip lamp socket.

6. Connect the battery cables, positive cable first.

NOTE
If either lamp fails to illuminate, shut off power, remove lamp
and install in opposite direction. Retest fender tip lamps for
proper function.

7. Apply power and check for proper function of front and
rear fender tip lamps.

8. From the kit, find the front lens cover and install into front
lamp bracket. The front lens is identified with the
markings PM 1735-15.

9. From the kit, find the rear lens cover and install into rear
lamp bracket. The rear lens is identified with the markings
PM 1736-15.

1 / 1Many Harley-Davidson® Parts & Accessories are made of plastics and metals which can be recycled.-J03364
Please dispose of materials responsibly.
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